**CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY, ST. PAUL & CENTURY COLLEGE PARTNERSHIP TARGET AUDIENCE:**

*Individual in their First Year(s) of College (No previous bachelor’s degree awarded)*

---

**STEP 1:**
Complete Century College's Orthotic and Prosthetic Fitter Associate in Applied Science Degree or Use Equivalent Work Experience to be Exempt from the Coursework.

**Reminder #1:**
Apply to Concordia University, St. Paul (csp.edu/apply) in the final semester of the AAS program.

**Reminder #2:**
Review BS-Orthotics and Prosthetics coursework requirements. Take A&P I and II at Concordia, not Century. Review all prerequisite coursework for MS-Orthotics and Prosthetics program if you plan to continue in that program.

---

**STEP 2:**
Complete Concordia University, St. Paul’s portion of the BS-Orthotics and Prosthetics Major (33 major credits and 7-8 credits of Theology)

**Reminder:**
Ensure you are accepted into the Orthotic and Prosthetic Clinical Applications Diploma for the next fall term.

---

**STEP 3:**
Complete Century College’s Orthotic and Prosthetic Clinical Applications Diploma

**Reminder #1:**
Review MS-Orthotics and Prosthetics admissions criteria including prerequisite coursework.

**Reminder #2:**
Apply for admission to MS-Orthotics and Prosthetics program during spring semester of the diploma program.

---

**STEP 4:**
Complete Concordia University, St. Paul’s MS-Orthotics and Prosthetics Program

**Reminder #1:**
Review the intensives dates and plan accordingly.

**Reminder #2:**
Review NCOPE residency requirements.

---

**STEP 5:**
Complete NCOPE Residency (18-24 months) and pass Practitioner Exams

---

**CAREER OUTCOME #1**
ABC/BOC Fitter Certification
*Employment:*
Orthotic/Prosthetic Fitter

**CAREER OUTCOME #2**
ABC/BOC Assistant Certification
*Employment:*
Orthotic/Prosthetic Assistant

**CAREER OUTCOME #3**
Conferral of MSOP Degree, Graduate is prepared to obtain and complete residency and sit for Practitioner Exams

**CAREER OUTCOME #4**
ABC/BOC Orthotic/Prosthetic Practitioner Certification
*Employment:*
Orthotic & Prosthetic Practitioner